Are You Expendable or Indispensable?
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Although many law firms are adding experienced legal professionals to lucrative practice groups such as
litigation and healthcare, the legal employment market remains competitive. Firms also remain selective about
the legal professionals they hire and retain. When recruiting, they seek expertise in high-demand specialties.
Once on board, employees who make bigger-than-average contributions and help the firm advance toward its
business goals are considered most valuable.
The question legal professionals need to ask themselves in today’s climate is: “Am I expendable or
indispensable?” The answer could determine whether you stall or advance in your career. Here are some
strategies that will help you ensure you’re recognized as an essential, vital part of the legal team.
Strategy #1: Focus on ‘Growing’ Your Firm or Company’s Bottom Line. Law firms and legal departments
naturally value employees who look for ways to realize cost savings. Show that you understand the challenges
your law firm or company faces by volunteering for tasks where you can provide the most value.
Strategy #2: Work Smarter and Harder. To make yourself more indispensable, display a can-do attitude and
the willingness to pitch in by putting in extra hours or being responsive to your colleagues’ requests for
assistance. Cultivate a reputation as an employee who excels at his or her own job while enabling others to
perform at peak levels as well.
Strategy #3: Shine a Light on Your Accomplishments. Make sure your managin partner or general counsel
knows the value you contribute. You don’t have to brag; simply make it known what you’re doing to help. If
it’s not already required, proactively providing a weekly project update that fully explains your contributions
could be a way to stand out. Be specific; for example, you might say: “analyzed firm operations to identify three
areas of potential cost reductions.” If you decide to pursue this tactic, be sure you’ve also considered your
boss’s communication preferences; some managing partners may like to receive this kind of information
verbally, while others may favor email. Some may not welcome such unsolicited details at all.
Strategy #4: Keep Your Skills Current. Legal professionals with outdated skills or inadequate experience are
usually passed over for job interviews or are among the first to be let go when firms reduce staff. In contrast,
those with the most current and essential professional and interpersonal skills have a better chance of surviving
because they can fill multiple roles, require little training or supervision and can collaborate effectively with
others. Make ongoing training, skill-building and professional networking a priority so that you stay on top of
trends in the legal field.

If you’ve recently been laid off or are experiencing a prolonged job search, don’t let your skills and talents lie
fallow. Consider working as a temporary or project legal professional. This will enable you to continue
sharpening your skills while putting you in contact with other professionals who may turn out to be instrumental
in helping you find your next position.
No single strategy can magically enhance your marketability or guarantee your job security. But by taking
practical steps to raise your value and visibility, you’ll increase your chances of finding — and keeping — a job
in a competitive market.
For the latest career and management trends in the legal field,
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